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substances the presence of which can be 
by extraction with solvents and by mwrochemwal 
reactions. In this way it can be shown that the 
cytoclastic process may be highly selective ; and 
that the changes occurring, for example in composts, 
may bear reference to the balance of cell-wall con-
stituents in the materials employed. 

The accompanying photomicrographs illust_rate 
some of the salient features in the changes descr1bed 
above. 
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Hybrid Vigour in the Tomato 
THE vigorous growth of hybrids between closely 

related varieties has been widely observed, and for 
several years the phenomenon has received the atten-
tion of geneticists. Investigations have also been 
made on the physiology of hybrid vigour (heterosis). 
Ashby1 and Luckwill 2 have shown that in the tomato 
heterosis is manifested at an early stage in the life-
history, between fertilization and seed ripening, so 
that the ripe hybrid seed, resulting from cross-
pollination, is larger and heavier than that of the 
parent strain. In a recent experiment a different 
result has been obtained, and the causes of this 
contradiction have been investigated. 

Two lines of tomato (105 and 107) were crossed 
in both directions and also artificially self-pollinated. 
Fruits were killed and fixed at different times after 
pollination and the seeds and embryos measured. If 
the development of the hybrid embryo is compared 
with that of the selfed maternal parent, it is found 
that in each case the hybrid embryo is significantly 
larger in the earlier stages of development, but that 
this initial advantage is not maintained. In the ripe 
fruit the hybrid embryo is the same size as the 
embryo of the selfed maternal parent. This is illus-
trated in the accompanying graph. The final size 
of the reciprocal hybrid embryos, which are of identical 
genetic constitution, is significantly different, and 
is evidently determined by the maternal parent. The 
final size of a hybrid embryo is thus no criterion 
of the degree of heterosis. The results for the size 
of the whole seed were exactly similar, and this agrees 
with the fact that, in the tomato, seed size and embryo 
size are highly correlated. 

The relation of the embryo to the fruit is a double 
one. Development of fruit and size attained depend 
on the presence of growing embryos : but the size 
of seeds is also determined or limited by the nutritive 
supplies from the fruit. In this investigation of the 
tomato it was found that 'fruit weight' was highly 
correlated with 'seed number' (0·735 ± 0·041) and 
this confirms the first relation. Also 'mean seed 
weight' was directly correlated with 'fruit weight/ 
seed number', that is, 'fruit weight per seed' 
(0·560 ± 0·061). This illustrates the second. It 
may be said, therefore, that the 'mean seed weight' 
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is determined primarily by the number of seeds 
which chance to develop in a fruit. 

In a further experiment with the tomato, the seeds 
of hybrids were compared those of th.e 
parent, the more usual techmque of _allowmg sel'-
pollination to take place naturally bemg employed. 
In the hybrids (artificially pollinated) the seed 
number was lower and the value of fruit weight/seed 
number much higher. The mean seed weight of the 
hybrid was greater than that of the selfed parent. 
Data are given in the following table. 

I 
Parent 107 I Hybrid 107 x 105 'l

1 Ratio l 
N aturai 1 A rtitlcial I hybrid 

1 ________ i__.!'_ollinatiou _1 poilina-t-io_n _ _ 'l - parent I 
1
_lll_ea_n_se_ed_N_o_. 207 'I 143 

lllean fruit wt. per I 1' 
seed ' 0·554 ! 0 ·702 1 ·27 

l\Iean seed wt. 1' I 
(mgm.) 3 ·055 3 ·866 1 ·27 

This is the result obtained by Ashby and Luckwill. 
It is clear, however, that the greater seed size is 
not due to heterosis, but to the fact that fewer seeds 
developed in the hybrid than in the naturally selfed-
and therefore more efficiently pollinated-parent. In 
the embryo development experiment first quoted, 
where all the progeny were the result of artificial-
less efficient-pollination, there is no difference 
between the seed size of the hybrid and that of the 
maternal parent. 
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A Gold Sol Test for Bovine Mastitis 
ERADICATION of bovine mastitis is one of the major 

problems confronting dairy research, and the solution 
of the problem depends to a large extent on trust-
worthy methods for detecting udder infections, par-
ticularly of the sub-clinical type. Many tests have 
been proposed, but none appears to compare in 
reliability with the method of isolating the causative 
micro-organisms by plating on select 'd media. 
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